
MLC Labradors
(631) 671-5277  or  (315) 777-3687

Buyers Name: ____________________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________________

Street Address: ____________________________________________________

City: ___________________________State: ___________ Zip:____________

Phone Number (_______)_________________________________________

Phone Number (_______)_________________________________________

Purchase Price of Puppy: $________________________

Non Refundable Payment of : $_____________    Date Paid: ________________

Additional Payments: $_______________ Date Paid:_______________

Additional Payments: $_______________ Date Paid:_______________

Balance: $______________________ Date Paid:_______________

Delivery Fee: $_______________________         Date Paid:________________

Extended Stay Fee: $________________             Date Paid: ________________

Puppy Pick-up Date or Delivery Date:__________________
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Breed: Labrador Retriever Date Whelped: _________ Sex Of Puppy:  M   or   F

Collar Color: __________________   Color Of Puppy:___________________

Litter Name: __________________   Forever Name:____________________

Sire AKC Registration # :  ____________________________________________

Dam AKC Registration # : ____________________________________________

Puppy AKC Registration # ____________________________________________

Within this agreement MLC Labradors will be referred to as the seller and the
person buying the puppy/dog will be referred to as the purchaser or buyer. Any
references to the puppy/dog is interchangeable for either a puppy or a full grown
dog. The seller expects that this puppy will be part of the family and treated as
such.

72 Hour Requirement:
The puppy must be examined by a licensed DVM within 72 hours of receiving the
puppy. If an exam is not completed by a licensed DVM within 72 hours then all
health guarantees within this contract will become null and void. Buyer must send
proof of the exam being done within 72 hours of receiving the puppy. If the puppy
pick date falls within 72 hours of a federal holiday then the buyer will receive an
additional 24 hours to get examined by a licensed DVM.  Proof must be in the
form of a picture of all paperwork from the vet. Paperwork must be on vet
letterhead and must include buyer's name, name of puppy, sex, color, and date that
the physical exam was completed. Typically all of this information is found on the
bill of service. Proof may be sent by mail, email, and or social media to the seller.

The seller is not responsible for allergies, immunity levels, mites,
pneumonia, mange, heat stroke, ringworm, conjunctivitis, intestinal worms and
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parasites, fleas, ticks, ear infections, coccidiosis, parvovirus, giardiasis, underbite,
overbite, undescended testicles, inverted / hooded vulva, and/or umbilical hernias.

****Exam must be completed and proof sent to seller no later then the following
__________________________________________________________________

Initial______________

Microchip:
The puppy must be microchipped no later than four months of age on
_________________. Buyer must provide the seller with microchip number and
proof of microchipping at time of microchipping. Acceptable forms of proof are a
picture of the bill which state’s microchip was issued, or a certificate of
microchipping. This picture must contain the buyer's name, name of puppy and
date. Proof may be sent by mail, email, and or social media. Failure to microchip
the puppy and send proof by the above date will result in the health guarantees
within this contract becoming null and void.

Initial_______________

Medical History:
Buyer agrees to give permission to seller and/or sellers vet of choice to obtain
medical records/imagines/results of testing from buyers vet when medically
necessary. This will be done only when the genetic health of the dog is in question
and with buyers knowledge. In the event that the sellers vet has different findings
than buyers vet, the sellers vets findings shall rule.

Initial______________
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Registration:
Puppy must be registered with the AKC no later than four months of age. Seller
will only accept the litter record provided to them by AKC as proof of compliance.
Buyer is to notify the seller once they have completed the AKC registration. This is
to notify the seller of completion, as well as to inform the seller of the AKC name
they have chosen for the puppy, for sellers records. Failure by buyer to complete
the registration by _________________________ will result in all health
guarantees within the contract becoming null and void as of 12:00am on the
following date. We recommend using a unique name that best suits your puppy.
The seller also recommends that registration be completed online, rather than by
mail.

Initial: _____________

Limited Registration:
The puppy is being sold with AKC limited registration. This means the puppy
comes with no breeding rights. The puppy is intended to be a pet/companion only.
If the puppy produces any offspring then all health guarantees within this contract
will be null and void. We highly recommend having the puppy spayed or neutered
after twelve months of age.

Initial________________

Genetic Guarantee:
The puppy is guaranteed to never receive an affected result for any genetic disease,
in which both sire and dam have been tested for. The sire and dam have both been
tested for Centronuclear Myopathy (CNM), Degenerative Myelopathy (DM),
Exercise-Induced Collapse (EIC), Hereditary Nasal Parakeratosis (HNPK),
Progressive Retinal Atrophy/ Progressive Rod-Cone Degeneration (PRA-PRCD,
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PRCD), Retinal Dysplasia/Oculoskeletal Dysplasia 1 (RD/OSD), and Skeletal
Dysplasia 2 (SD2).  In the event that the puppy receives an affected result from a
genetic testing company the puppy must be retested. This will be done at the
buyer's expense, through a genetic testing company of the sellers choice. If the
second test comes back as unaffected, that test shall rule. If the second test comes
back as affected, a replacement puppy will be offered. The puppy will be replaced
with a puppy of equal value from a future litter. To receive a replacement puppy
the puppy being replaced must have proof of being fixed. When one becomes
available and after the seller receives documentation of spay/neuter. If the
replacement puppy is of greater value the buyer is responsible for the difference of
price. If the puppy is not spayed/neutered and the seller does not receive
documentation within 12 months no replacement puppy will be given. The seller
has 12 months after receiving the documentation of spay/neuter to give a
replacement puppy of equal value. If the original puppy is not fixed within 12
months of diagnosis, no replacement will be given. If the buyer does not wish to
keep the puppy, the buyer must have the puppy spayed/neutered at their expense.
The puppy is then to be returned to the seller. The seller has 12 months from the
time they receive the puppy back to offer a replacement puppy of equal value to the
buyer.

Initial______________

Hip and Elbow Guarantee:
The puppy is guaranteed for 12 months from date of birth against
genetic/hereditary hip/elbow Dysplasia. Environmental conditions play a large part
in this disease. Puppies should not be participating in training or exercise involving
jumping, long distance running ect. Nor shall the puppy be allowed to jump in and
out of vehicles, jump on and off beds/couches/chairs etc. Seller is not responsible
for environmental Dysplasia. If a licensed, certified vet validates genetic/hereditary
Dysplasia and the seller’s vet also confirms genetic/hereditary Dysplasia the said
puppy will be required to be spayed/neutered at the buyer’s expense. Buyer must
provide all images and medical reports to the seller's vet. Paperwork must be
provided to the seller proving the puppy was fixed. The puppy will be replaced
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with a puppy of equal value from a future litter. To receive a replacement puppy
the puppy being replaced must have proof of being fixed. When one becomes
available and after the seller receives documentation of the puppy being fixed. If
the replacement puppy is of greater value the buyer is responsible for the
difference. If the puppy is not spayed/neutered and the seller does not receive
documentation within 12 months no replacement puppy will be given. The seller
has 12 months after receiving the documentation of spay/neuter to give a
replacement puppy of equal value.  If the seller's vet determines the hip/elbow
Dysplasia is environmental and not genetic/hereditary no replacement puppy will
be given.

Initial______________

Lifetime Support:
If at any point the buyer can no longer care for the puppy/dog, the buyer is to
contract the seller about rehoming the puppy/dog immediately. The buyer is not
allowed to sell, rehome, or give away the puppy/dog. It is the seller responsible to
find a new home for the puppy/dog. All documents related to the dog must be
returned to the seller along with the puppy/dog. Including but not limited to AKC
registration, vet paperwork and the buyer’s copy of the contract. NO REFUND
WILL BE ISSUED TO THE BUYER.

Initial______________

Media Release:
I, the buyer, grant permission to MLC Labradors, to use any form of
photographs/videos sent to MLC Labradors and or shared on buyer’s personal
social media accounts. The seller has the rights to use the photographs/videos as
they see fit for but not limited to advertising and updating on our personal and
business social media accounts and websites.

Initial_______________
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Notes:____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Seller: _______________________________________________________

Buyer:  ______________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________________

MLC Labradors
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